Technical note: Use of a digital and an optical Brix refractometer to estimate total solids in milk replacer solutions for calves
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ABSTRACT

The Brix refractometer is used on dairy farms and calf ranches for colostrum quality (estimation of IgG concentration), estimation of serum IgG concentration in neonatal calves, and nonsalable milk evaluation of total solids for calf nutrition. Another potential use is to estimate the total solids concentrations of milk replacer mixes as an aid in monitoring feeding consistency. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the use of Brix refractometers to estimate total solids in milk replacer solutions and evaluate different replacer mixes for osmolality. Five different milk replacer powders (2 milk replacers with 28% crude protein and 25% fat and 3 with 22% crude protein and 20% fat) were mixed to achieve total solids concentrations from approximately 5.5 to 18%, for a total of 90 different solutions. Readings from both digital and optical Brix refractometers were compared with total solids. The 2 types of refractometers’ readings correlated well with one another. The digital and optical Brix readings were highly correlated with the total solids percentage. A value of 1.08 to 1.47 would need to be added to the Brix reading to estimate the total solids in the milk replacer mixes with the optical and digital refractometers, respectively. Osmolality was correlated with total solids percentage of the mixes, but the relationship was different depending on the type of milk replacer. The Brix refractometer can be beneficial in estimating total solids concentration in milk replacer mixes to help monitor milk replacer feeding consistency.
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Technical Note

The management of calves has an effect on future herd performance and herd economics (Davis Rincker et al., 2011; Khan et al., 2011; Soberon et al., 2012). Milk replacer feeding is commonly used because of various benefits including cost, biosecurity, and consistency when compared with nonsalable milk. Of heifer raising operations surveyed by the USDA in 2011, 86% used some milk replacer and 68% fed only milk replacer when rearing calves (USDA, 2012). Although feeding milk replacers is common, debate continues about best practices for feeding them (Kertz and Loften, 2013).

One difficulty with creating protocols for milk replacer feeding is that formulations have changed greatly since they were first introduced (Kertz and Loften, 2013). This means that research done on early milk replacers may no longer be relevant, although management decisions may still be based on those results. For example, an older study showed that calves fed higher amounts or concentrations of milk replacer were more likely to have diarrhea (Jenny et al., 1982), which led to some current practices for amounts and concentrations to be fed. Recent research has not found any relationship between increased solids in newer milk replacers and diarrhea (Bach et al., 2013).

Feeding consistency is important, especially in young animals. Studies have shown that even when fed greater nutrient levels compared with a control group, calves fed variable amounts of milk replacer did poorly under stress conditions (Quigley et al., 2006). Consistency of feeding a liquid diet supported better rates of gain in preweaned calves (Hill et al., 2009). When milk replacer was fed at an equal weekly intake but variable daily intake, calves had at a lower rate of gain than calves fed a consistent daily amount of milk replacer. Inconsistency in milk replacer mixing regardless of mixing instructions is possible and was demonstrated by Gelsinger and Heinrichs (2014), with dairy science students asked to mix according to label directions with the same measuring equipment. The final TS in their milk replacer mixes ranged from 10 to 15%. Improving consistency of feeding would help minimize the potential for digestive upset (Drackley, 2008); inconsistency in waste milk feeding is also possible (Hill et al., 2009). A calf ranch feeding nonsalable milk from many different farms had variably low TS in the incoming waste milk (some less than 8% TS) when estimated with a Brix refractometer (Moore et al., 2009).
On many dairy farms, preweaned calves are fed about 2 L twice a day at a level of solids 12.5 to 13% (Davis and Drackley, 1998; USDA, 2012). During cold, winter months, many farmers will concentrate their milk replacer mixes to provide more energy without changing the total volume fed. However, increasing the concentration of milk replacer might increase the osmolality of the fluid being fed, which can have various effects on calves (Smith and Berchtold, 2014). Some milk replacers may already have higher osmolalities compared with cow milk (Constable et al., 2005). One consequence of an osmolality above a recommended level is the association with a slower rate of abomasal emptying (Nouri and Constable, 2006). As the abomasal emptying rate slows, the risk of abomasal bloat increases because the presence of easily fermentable carbohydrates in the milk replacer and the slow emptying rate allow for excessive gas production and bloat (Marshall, 2009). The slower emptying rate caused by high osmolality may also maintain a higher pH in the abomasum (Constable et al., 2005), which could allow microbes that would normally be killed in the acidic environment to survive and pass into the intestine with the potential to cause diarrhea (Foster and Smith, 2009).

In addition to abomasal effects, high osmolality may also affect absorption in the small intestine. The effective osmolality at the tips of intestinal villi is approximately 600 mOsm/kg (Jodal and Lundgren, 1986). As intestinal contents are generally around 300 mOsm/kg, an osmotic gradient exists for water absorption into the villi. When milk replacers or other fluids are fed at over 600 mOsm/kg, the gradient is no longer as effective and absorption is inhibited, which could lead to an osmotic diarrhea. Osmotic diarrhea and dehydration was consistently induced in 2- to 7-d-old dairy calves with 600 mOsm/L of oral solution (Walker et al., 1998). Diarrhea and death due to salt toxicity as a result of high TS feeding (18.9–20.8% TS) and high salinity farm water was reported (Olivett and McGuirk, 2013). Whereas the stigma is that feeding more concentrated milk replacer can cause scours, it is likely that those effects are caused not by increased nutrients but by the increased osmolality of the fluid. This suggests that feeding concentrations may be as important to calf health as total nutrients offered, and care should be taken to not concentrate replacers to a point where they might be harmful.

Anecdotally, some farms have been using a Brix refractometer to measure TS in milk replacer mixes, although no evidence has been found to support that it estimates TS the same as with milk. Because the Brix refractometer has been shown useful to measure colostrum quality (Bielmann et al., 2010) and serum immunoglobulins (Deelen et al., 2014), many farms already have this tool and its use for milk replacer evaluation is logical. The objectives of the current study were to establish relationships between Brix refractometer readings, osmolality, and TS in milk replacers to help dairies quantitatively measure consistency in mixing and feeding milk replacer.

Five samples of different milk replacer powders were collected from farms in the Pacific Northwest (Table 1). The milk replacer samples were placed in Whirl-Pak bags (Nasco, Fort Atkinson, WI) and frozen until analyzed. Two of the milk replacers contained 28% crude protein and 25% fat, whereas the other 3 contained 22% CP and 20% fat. Dry matter content was measured for each of the milk replacers using a 1,000-W microwave oven (Emerson MW8115SS, Emerson Radio Corp., Parsippany, NJ) and a scale accurate to 0.001 g (Mettler-Toledo model PB303-S, Mettler-Toledo International Inc., Greifensee, Switzerland). Before using the scale, it was calibrated 3 times with a 1-g standard weight to ensure it was reading consistently and accurately. An initial powder weight of approximately 1 g was measured and the sample was heated in the microwave for 2.5 min at 70% power, at which point the sample was reweighed. The sample was then heated at 70% power and weighed at 1-min intervals until the weight remained constant (4–6 min total). The final weight was recorded and divided by the initial weight to calculate the DM content of the sample. Each of the 5 milk replacers was tested in triplicate to obtain an average DM content to be used in future calculations.

To establish the relationship between Brix readings, osmolality, and TS, a wide range of concentrations of milk replacer were mixed. Because milk replacer on farm is generally mixed at rates of 0.45, 0.57, and 0.68 kg of powder per 3.78 L of water, samples were mixed at these rates as well as at lesser and greater concentrations for concentrations of 0.06, 0.09, 0.12, 0.15, 0.18, and 0.22 kg/L to provide for a wide range of values, above and below what is normally mixed, for a regression analysis. When preparing mixed samples, powder was measured in weigh boats on a scale accurate to 0.1 g (Ohaus Navigator N1D110, Ohaus Corporation, Parsippany, NJ) and transferred to 100-mL glass vials. Water was then added using a 10-mL pipette (Easypet 3, Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). A stirring rod was placed in each vial and the samples put on a heating/stir plate (Cimarec 3, Barnstead/Thermolyne Corp., Dubuque, IA) set on low heat and a low stir rate. The samples were heated and stirred until all powder was dissolved. Lids were kept on the vials during heating to prevent evaporation. Once samples were mixed, three 500-µL aliquots were taken from each using a 200-